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Abstract—This article analyzes the accidents of power grid in 
some domestic region to discuss the security problems existing 
in the power grid Energy Management Systems (EMS). 
Combined with the security requirements of EMS, the method 
of improving EMS security based on SOA is proposed and the 
involving key technologies are studied as follows: the loosely 
coupled EMS based on SOA, the graded and modularity 
security configuration, the management of security 
configuration based on Concurrent Version System (CVS) and 
the mirror of Real-Time Databases (RTD) based on cloud 
computing. All the above technologies proposed in this paper 
greatly improve the security of EMS. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

At present, with the increasingly complex of power grid 
structure, more close of power grid interconnection, 
increasing volume of trading power, gradually smaller of 
transmission margin, more security and reliability 
requirements are put forward for the power grid[1][2]. But, it 
is extremely easy to neglect the security of EMS, which is an 
important base of power grid. So, it is an urgent need to 
develop new technologies to improve the security of EMS. 
At present, a lot of researches have been made in this respect 
at home and abroad [3][4][5]. They mainly focus on the 
EMS disaster recovery, but the security configuration of 
EMS itself is still a "short plank" of power grid security. 
SOA provides reusable, scalable and open system 
architecture for the new generation of EMS, which can not 
only adapt to the modern IT technology, but also bring 
greater benefits to EMS companies[6][7][8][9]. The plug and 
play is realized for EMS modules between different 
providers by SOA, so it solves the monopoly of company 
due to the tight coupling of EMS and lays the foundation for 
the further development of EMS. Against this background, 
combined with many years of actual working experience, the 
importance of EMS security configuration is discussed by 
analyzing specific accidents in some domestic region. The 
method of improving EMS security based on SOA is 
proposed and involving supporting technologies are studied. 
The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 2 
analyzes and summarizes the common faults of EMS based 
on many years of actual working experiences. Section 3 
proposes the method of improving EMS security based on 
SOA and studies the involving technologies. Conclusions are 
made in section 4. 

II. THE FAULT ANALYSIS OF EMS  

The EMS is an integrated power network automation 
system. It involves automation, dispatching, protection, 
operation, etc., and also covers the monitoring, control and 
dispatching management of all links of power grid [10]. With 
the increasing requirements on the security and stability of 
the power grid, it promotes the constant development of 
power grid automation technologies. The specialists in 
different areas study them from different angles and develop 
a large number of systems to ensure the safety and stability 
of the power grid [3][4][5], which leads to the functions of 
EMS more and more complex. In order to ensure that the 
EMS operates stably and efficiently, it is necessary to need 
extensive security measures. So combined with many years 
of experience in using EMS, by analyzing the common faults 
of EMS, the main reasons are summarized as following: 
 Incomplete test  

The EMS companies may have better software 
development standards, and do a lot of tests to ensure the 
EMS security. However they mainly focus on whether the 
functionality and performance requirements can be met and 
ignore the disaster recovery capability to deal with 
emergencies. Moreover, it is difficult to simulate the scenes 
of emergencies so the function of disaster recovery cannot be 
test completely, especially software exceptions caused by 
hardware failures, for example, the loss of memory data. 
 The abnormity exit of main program caused by 

exceptions of sub programs 
The exceptions of sub programs can cause the main 

program to exit abnormally. For example, in some domestic 
region, when the analog quantity array index in the 
telecontrol information table of the SCADA is out of bounds, 
the SCADASERVER process exits for the prevention 
mechanism. The SCADASERVER is a kernel process of 
SCADA, so its exit will lead to the SCADA function 
unavailable. Therefore it is necessary to develop the 
corresponding counter measures to ensure that the 
exceptions of sub programs will not affect the normally 
running of the main program. 
 The key configurations mistakenly modified due to 

no authority control 
People used to do everything by superuser in the use of 

Windows XP， so that most users still directly use the 
superuser to do operation in the use of Linux, Unix, which is 
inevitable to pose a great threat to the security of the system. 
So, it is necessary to assign an account for each application. 
Every user must use the assigned account to do operation so 
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as to limit the authority in the application. The authority of 
EMS should also be divided to ensure that the key business 
configuration will not be mistakenly modified. For example, 
it is found that the function 1 + N do not start after EMS 
failure, but it is normal during the Systematic Acceptance 
Test (SAT) of the whole system. Finally, the finding reason 
is that the key configuration is mistakenly modified by the 
synchronization procedure of maintainer, which leads to the 
function 1 + N failure. Moreover, this critical configuration 
cannot be viewed in the operator interface and the error 
configuration couldn’t be found until finding the EMS 
failure and the function 1+N unavailable. Therefore, some 
measures must be taken to ensure that the critical 
configuration cannot be mistakenly modified. 
 The failure of warning mechanism based on passive 

waiting 
Although a lot of tests have been done, but it is possible 

that errors will still occur during the program's running. 
Therefore, it is needed to be sure that the warning is timely 
generated when the program throws exceptions and is about 
to collapse. At present, most of the works adopt the 
mechanism of receiving warning messages passively. When 
a program is abnormal, it will generate a warning message 
and send it to the warning notification service. Then the 
warning notification service will parse the message and alert 
the operator by warnings such as emails, short message, 
sound, etc. But this mechanism has a fatal problem. If the 
main process of EMS exits abnormally and does not 
generate a warning, the EMS tends to be still regarded as 
normal by the warning notification service. Therefore, the 
warning mechanism fails. For example, the SCADA cannot 
generate a warning after the collapse of SCADA key 
process because the warning itself is generated by the 
SCADA. Consequently the maintainer cannot yet receive a 
warning message, which delays the opportunity of finding 
the accident. 

Based on the common fault reasons of EMS summarized 
above, this paper puts forward the following improvement 
measures. First, the functions of EMS are modularly divided 
so as to improve the test. Second, the standard interface 
based on service is provided so as to implement loosely 
coupling. Third, the security grade of each module and 
service is determined and the corresponding invoking and 
managing authority is allocated. It is ensured that the 
exceptions of lower grade authority service will not affect 
the running of higher grade authority service, but the higher 
grade authority service can stop the lower one. The 
maintainer can’t do managing and maintenance by using the 
superuser and can only use the corresponding user. Forth, 
the warning, as an independent service, and the EMS 
operate respectively on two different servers. They monitor 
each other based on heartbeat mechanism, so that once one 
party is checked no response, the other party will warn. 

To complete the above improvements, it needs to adjust 
the EMS architecture. Combined with the loose coupling 
characteristics of SOA, the improvement of EMS security 
based on SOA is proposed and further discussed below. 

III. THE IMPROVEMENT OF EMS SECURITY BASED ON 

SOA 

A. The Loosely Coupled EMS Based on SOA 

In SOA, every function unit of an application is 
encapsulated as a service. The relation between services is 
specified by the well-defined interface. The interface is in a 
neutral form, independent of the specific hardware platform, 
operating system and programming language, so that all 
services can interact in a unified and general 
form[11][12][13]. In SOA, the application is constructed by 
service orchestration not by coding, so that it can response 
quickly to the changes of markets. Consequently, the EMS 
based on SOA is proposed as Figure 1 shows. It realizes the 
loosely coupling of each EMS function module. The EMS 
function modules are classified into the legacy EMS service, 
the standard EMS service, the basic EMS service. The 
legacy EMS service needs a service adapter to convert into 
the standard interface protocol to connect to the service bus. 
The standard EMS service can directly connect to the 
service bus. It mainly includes SCADA、AVC、PAS/DTS. 
The basic EMS service often has stability functions and 
won’t be affected by business data, so it can be deployed 
independently. It is not only convenient for other systems to 
call but also can prevent the impact from the collapse of the 
business system. The basic EMS service mainly includes 
warning, log, rights management, etc. 

The EMS based on SOA decouples the client and the 
remote provider by the message mechanism and thus to 
realize the loose coupling of the whole system. The 
communication between the client and the provider is 
managed by the message framework. As long as the 
message conforms to the standard, the client or provider can 
make any changes as needed, while it won't bring any 
influence to the other party. The loose coupling brings many 
advantages to the EMS, for example, decreasing the 
dependency between the client and the provider. Although 
the tight coupling has the advantage of performance, it is not 
necessary for the security configuration. 

The data bus provides high-speed access services for all 
kinds of data information including files, relational 
databases (RD) and real-time databases (RTD). The data bus 
is deployed by cloud computing in order to ensure that data 
can be barrier-free accessed when some failure occurs. Files, 
relational databases, real-time databases and all other data 
information will be deployed on the cloud server. When an 
exception happens, the deployment server will drifting to 
other nodes autonomously. 
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Figure 1. The architecture of EMS based on SOA 

B. The Graded and Modularity Security Configuration of 
EMS 

For the EMS based on SOA, each functional module is 
invoked in the form of independent service, but the invoking 
power of service is assigned by the EMS security 
configuration.  

All the EMS security configurations are graded 
according to the importance and function category as 
follows. First grade, the platform core security configuration. 
It will directly affect the stability of the whole EMS 
platform. If there is any error setting the whole platform will 
collapse or become unavailable. This kind mainly includes 
SCADA, pre-function, real-time database, network. Second 
grade, the important function security configuration. It will 
directly affect some important function or the stability of 
partly platform. If there is any error setting some important 
function will become unavailable or partly platform will 
collapse. This kind mainly includes AVC, remote 
workstation, agency, PAS/DTS, etc. 

Because each EMS sub module shares the same 
computing resources and network resources, the modules of 
the same kind are encapsulated in a separate partition. All 
partitions are isolated from each other in order to prevent 
errors spread between modules of different grade. This 
partition management technology greatly improves the 
EMS's capability of fault tolerance and makes the upgrading 
and maintenance of the EMS easier. 

C. The Management of EMS Security Configuration Based 
On CVS 

Based on the graded and modularity security 
configuration, EMS must need strict version control. In this 
paper, we propose security configuration framework of 
EMS based on CVS (Concurrent Version Systems). CVS is 
a version control system which provides code version 
maintenance in a collaborative development environment 
[14]. It adopts Copy-Modify-Merge model to support access 
and modify code concurrently. It clearly separates the 
source code and the users’ workspace and makes them 
operate parallelly. CVS can support multi-users based on 
client/server network architecture, which makes it to 
become the first choice for collaborative development in a 

distributed environment. However, it is not only limited to 
the code maintenance, but also can be used to maintain the 
development and use of any document, for example, the 
editing and modifying of shared files.  

Combined with EMS security configuration, the 
management process is designed as shown in Figure 2. 
When the system operations online, any changes must be 
first checked out by CVS. Then the editor can modify the 
security configuration. Only when the modified security 
configuration is registered can they get the CVS version 
number. As soon as having a new CVS version number, it 
means that the security configuration will probably change. 
The CVS trigger will send a warning message to the 
corresponding manager and developer, so as to ensure that 
any change pass audits. If the EMS of this accident domestic 
region has this management process, the mistakenly 
modified configuration of 1+N function would not happen, 
and thus avoid the accident. 
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Figure 2. The management process of EMS security 

configuration based on CVS 

D. The Mirror of Real-Time Databases Based on Cloud 
Computing 

At present, most EMS uses the distributed real-time 
database technology and most of its databases are deployed 
in different SCADA servers. In accordance with settings, 
the distributed real-time databases automatically keep the 
consistency between all the databases, which provides a 
solution for maintaining the consistency of databases on 
each node. At present it is usually constructed according to 
the Client/Server model. For a distributed real-time database, 
only one database node acts as reference point (Server) in 
the whole system and all other database nodes act as 
replication point (Client). The databases on the replication 
points automatically keep the consistent with the database 
on the reference point so that the consistency of all the 
databases nodes is achieved. The distributed real-time 
database achieves disaster tolerance by dynamic switching 
between the same databases on different nodes. If some 
database has one or more real-time mirroring databases 
which are available to switch, then it can avoid the EMS 
accident to certain extent. 
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Cloud computing, as a new type of shared 
infrastructure, supports physical server and virtual server. 
With the intense research and continuous development of 
cloud computing, the virtualization of operation and 
management will gradually realize [15]. As Figure 3 shows, 
EMS is deployed on the cloud computing platform built by 
IBM cloud computing software. The virtual machines can 
dynamic migration between different physical hosts by 
monitoring their running state. The running virtual real-time 
database can drift to other physical hosts in milliseconds and 
also the front end active hardware can quickly switch to the 
standby hardware, so that the EMS is always protected and 
shows the high satisfactory performance. 

 
Figure 3. The deployment of EMS based on cloud 

computing platform 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, based on long-term actual working 
experience, the typical power grid accident in some domestic 
region is analyzed, and the fundamental problems are found 
that the tight coupling of EMS and the lacking of systematic 
design and management of EMS security configurations. 
EMS as the core of the power dispatching automation system, 
whose failure will cause the failure of analysis capabilities 
and most advanced applications. Against this problem, the 
improvement of EMS security based on SOA is proposed. 
The loosely-coupled EMS is realized based on SOA. The 
graded and modularity security configuration is put forward 
and the security configuration management based on CVS is 
designed. The mirror of real-time databases is realized by 
deploying on cloud computing platform. All of the above 
technologies significantly improve the EMS security. 
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